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Fontamara University of Toronto Press
One of the major figures of twentieth-century European literature, Ignazio Silone (1900-78) is
the subject of this award-winning new biography by the noted Italian historian Stanislao G.
Pugliese. A founding member of the Italian Communist Party, Silone took up writing only after
being expelled from the PCI and garnered immediate success with his first book, Fontamara,
the most influential and widely translated work of antifascism in the 1930s. In World War II, the
U.S. Army printed unauthorized versions of it, along with Silone's Bread and Wine, and
distributed them throughout Italy during the country's Nazi occupation. During the cold war, he
was an outspoken opponent of Soviet oppression and was twice considered for the Nobel
Prize in Literature. Twenty years after his death, Silone was the object of controversy when
reports arose indicating that he had been an informant for the Fascist police. Pugliese's
biography, the most comprehensive work on Silone by far and the first full-length biography to
be published in English, evaluates all the evidence and paints a portrait of a complex figure
whose life and work bear themes with contemporary relevance and resonance. Bitter Spring,
the winner of the 2008 Fraenkel Prize in Contemporary History, is a memorable biography of
one of the twentieth century's greatest writers against totalitarianism in all its forms, set amid
one of the most troubled moments in modern history.
Twentieth-century Italian Literature in English Translation Grasset
1. Prolegomena The purpose of this book is to examine anew and from a number of different
perspectives the highly complex and controversial relation between literature and society. This is not
meant to be a study in sociology or political science; the analysis of literature - its structure, content,
function, and effect - is our primary concern. What we shall try to find out is how the imaginative work
is rooted in and grows out of the parent social body, to what extent it is influenced in subject matter as
well as form and technique by the domi nant climate of ideas in a given historical period, and to what
degree and in what manner literature "influences" the society to which it is addressed. The stream of
literary influence is of course difficult to trace to its putative source, for here we are not dealing, as in
science, with isolated physical phenomena which can be fitted precisely within some cause-and-effect
pat tern. The relationship between literature and society is far more subtle and complex than social
scientists or cultural critics commonly assume.
The Abruzzo Trilogy New York : Atheneum
Throughout his life, the internationally known novelist, short story writer, and journalist, Ignazio
Silone (1900-1978) struggled indomitably for social justice. In this book, Maria Nicolai Paynter
discusses the many controversial issues surrounding Silone and his writing, analysing in detail his
intellectual and political convictions and assesses the artistic achievement and stylistic
development in his works. Paynter argues that a profound authenticity is at the core of Silone's
writing and that his tragic vision emanates from a concepte of heroism based not on pride and
self-serving defiance but rather on moral courage and integrity. Northrop Frye's archetypal
criticism and his concept of ironic myth provide the theoretical framework through which
Paynter guides the reader to an understanding of Silone's particular brand of realism and his
unique message. Ignazio Silone: Beyond the Tragic Visionis a new, expanded version in English
of an earlier Italian-language book which won the Premio Internazionale Letterario Ignazio
Silone. It is the first comprehensive book in English on Silone's life, his writings, and their critical
reception.
Fontamara Springer Science & Business Media
The Reinvention of Ignazio Silone raises complex theoretical issues about authorship and audiences and
about the relationship between text and context.

Literature and Society Sarup & Sons
Mussolini, in the thousand guises he projected and the press picked up,
fascinated Americans in the 1920s and the early '30s. John Diggins' analysis of
America's reaction to an ideological phenomenon abroad reveals, he proposes,
the darker side of American political values and assumptions. Originally
published in 1972. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-
demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from
the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions
preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in
durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy
Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the
thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding
in 1905.
Fontamara [by] Ignazio Silone Troubador Publishing Ltd
While the historical significance of fascism and anti-fascism is still being hotly
debated in Italy and across Europe, this anthology brings to light a wide range
of voices—political, literary, and popular—that illuminate more than eighty years
of fascism and anti-fascism in Italy.
Fontamara Sarup & Sons
A critical assessment of the current liberal theories of fascism that have
emerged since the 1980s and 1990s
Indian Writings in English Atlantic Publishers & Dist
Literature and Poverty offers an engaging overview of changes in literary
perceptions of poverty and the poor. Part I of the book, from the Hebrew Bible
to the French Revolution, provides essential background information. It
introduces the Scriptural ideal of the ‘holy poor’ and the process by which
biblical love of the poor came to be contested and undermined in European
legislation and public opinion as capitalism grew and the state took over from
the Church; Part II, from the French Revolution to World War II, shows how

post-1789 problems of industrialization, population growth, war, and
urbanization came to dominate much European literature, as poverty and the
poor became central concerns of major writers such as Dickens, Dostoyevsky,
and Hugo. David Aberbach uses literature – from the Bible, through
Shakespeare, Wordsworth, Zola, Pushkin, and Orwell – to show how poverty
changed from being an endemic and unavoidable fact of life, to a challenge for
equality that might be attainable through a moral and rational society. As a
literary and social history of poverty, this book argues for the vital importance
of literature and the arts in understanding current problems in International
Development.
The Reinvention of Ignazio Silone Atlantic Publishers & Dist
Alone among the creatures of the world, man suffers a pang both bitter and
sweet. It is an ache for the homecoming. The Greeks called it nostalgia. Post-
modern man, homeless almost by definition, cannot understand nostalgia. If he
is a progressive, dreaming of a utopia to come, he dismisses it contemptuously,
eager to bury a past he despises. If he is a reactionary, he sentimentalizes it,
dreaming of a lost golden age. In this profound reflection, Anthony Esolen
explores the true meaning of nostalgia and its place in the human heart.
Drawing on the great works of Western literature from the Odyssey to
Flannery O'Connor, he traces the development of this fundamental longing from
the pagan's desire for his earthly home, which most famously inspired
Odysseys' heroic return to Ithaca, to its transformation under Christianity. The
doctrine of the fall of man forestalls sentimental traditionalism by insisting that
there has been no Eden since Eden. And the revelation of heaven as our true
and final home, directing man's longing to the next world, paradoxically
strengthens and ennobles the pilgrim's devotion to his home in this world. In
our own day, Christian nostalgia stands in frank opposition to the secular
usurpation of this longing. Looking for a city that does not exist, the
progressive treats original sin, which afflicts everyone, as mere political error,
which afflicts only his opponents. To him, history is a long tale of misery with
nothing to teach us. Despising his fathers, he lives in a world without piety.
Only the future, which no one can know, is real to him. It is an idol that justifies
all manner of evil and folly. Nostalgia rightly understood is not an invitation to
repeat the sins of the past or to repudiate what experience and reflection have
taught us, but to hear the call of sanity and sweetness again. Perhaps we will
shake our heads as if awaking from a bad and feverish dream and, coming to
ourselves, resolve, like the Prodigal, to "arise and go to my father's house."
The Complete Cosmicomics Routledge
Raja Rao Is One Of The Triumvirate Of The Pioneering Indian Novelists In English.
His Contribution To The Growth Of The English Novel In India Is Enormous. Each
One Of His Novels Is A Trendsetter. Kanthapura, For Instance, Demonstrates How
The English Language Can Be Used To Tell A Typically Indian Story Without
Violating The Native Speech Rhythms And His The Serpent And The Rope Gave A
New Direction To The Indian Novel In English By Philosophising It. His Range And
Vision Transcend All Barriers. He Used The Fictional Medium To Portray His
Patriotic And Philosophical Concerns In A Masterly Way.In This Volume, An Attempt
Has Been Made To Assess Raja Rao S Novels And Short Stories In Terms Of His,
Philosophy, Vision, Style, Themes And Techniques. It Is Hoped That Raja Rao
Scholars Across The Globe Will Find The Book Irresistible.
Fontamara Springer Science & Business Media
Italian writer and political activist Ignazio Silone spent fifteen years from 1929 to
1944 as a political exile in Switzerland. Focusing on this period, this book throws new
light on Silone's complex biography and shows how his literary production influenced
and was influenced by fellow antifascist German �migr�s and the Swiss socialist
intelligentsia. Using previously unknown archival materials, letters, and diaries, and
following a flexible chronological structure, the book examines the developing role
Silone played in the intellectual life of Zurich. Its analysis of Silone's links with
'Bauhaus' circles, disciples of C.J. Jung, and Zurich's socialist city council offers an
interdisciplinary and comparative perspective on Silone's exile that both questions
and celebrates his status as an 'un-Italian' Italian author. Holmes also considers wider
topics such as the functions of the engag� writer in times of crisis, the dynamics of
cultural transfer through translation, and the phenomenon of exile literature. Italian
antifascist exile writing is an area of Italian literature that has never been explored as
an entity. With its painstaking archival research and critical approach to the
pioneering methods and results of German 'Exilforschung,' Ignazio Silone in Exile
opens the way for further studies on this little known aspect of Italian emigration
culture.
Death Or Deception University of Toronto Press
Introduction by Ted Morgan When originally released in the early 1980s, New
Statesman called Origo's final book 'a sensitive and beautifully written book by a
remarkable writer.' Available again in this new edition, Origo's memoir tells the story
of four friends, writer Lauro de Bosis, American monologuist Ruth Draper, the
historian Gaetano Salvemi, and author of 'Fontamara' and 'Bread and Wine', Ignazio
Silone, each of whom made various life sacrifices in the fight for a non-fascist Italy.
Illustrated throughout with photos.
Fascism University of Toronto Press
At a time when millions travel around the planet – some by choice, some driven by economic
or political exile – translation of the written and spoken word is of ever increasing
importance. This guide presents readers with an accessible and engaging introduction to the
valuable position translation holds within literature and society. Leading translation theorist
Susan Bassnett traces the history of translation, examining the ways translation is currently
utilized as a burgeoning interdisciplinary activity and extending her analysis into developing
areas such as developing technologies and new media forms. Translation Studies, fourth
edition displays the importance of translation across disciplines, and is essential reading for
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students and scholars of translation, literary studies, globalisation studies and ancient and
modern languages.

Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies: A-J Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
This bibliography lists English-language translations of twentieth-century
Italian literature published chiefly in book form between 1929 and 1997,
encompassing fiction, poetry, plays, screenplays, librettos, journals and diaries,
and correspondence.
Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies Farrar, Straus and Giroux
The complete collection of “nimble and often hilarious” short stories exploring
the cosmos by the acclaimed author of Invisible Cities (Colin Dwyer, NPR).
Italo Calvino’s beloved cosmicomics cross planets and traverse galaxies, speed
up time or slow it down to the particles of an instant. Through the eyes of a
“cosmic know-it-all” with the unpronounceable name of Qfwfq, Calvino
explores natural phenomena and tells the story of the origins of the universe.
Relating complex scientific and mathematical concepts to our everyday world,
they are an indelible and delightful literary achievement. Originally published in
Italian in three separate volumes—including the Asti d’Appello Prize-winning
first volume, Cosmicomics—these thirty-four dazzling stories are collected here
in one definitive English-language anthology. “Trying to describe such a
diverse and entertaining mix, I have to admit, just as Calvino does so often, that
my words fail here, too. There’s no way I—or anyone, really—can muster
enough of them to quite capture the magic of these stories . . . Read this book,
please.” —Colin Dwyer, NPR
Ignazio Silone Steerforth
The Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies is a two-volume reference book
containing some 600 entries on all aspects of Italian literary culture. It includes
analytical essays on authors and works, from the most important figures of Italian
literature to little known authors and works that are influential to the field. The
Encyclopedia is distinguished by substantial articles on critics, themes, genres,
schools, historical surveys, and other topics related to the overall subject of Italian
literary studies. The Encyclopedia also includes writers and subjects of
contemporary interest, such as those relating to journalism, film, media, children's
literature, food and vernacular literatures. Entries consist of an essay on the topic
and a bibliographic portion listing works for further reading, and, in the case of
entries on individuals, a brief biographical paragraph and list of works by the person.
It will be useful to people without specialized knowledge of Italian literature as well
as to scholars.

The Fiction of Raja Rao Routledge
Raja Rao, one of the founding figures of Indian English literature, is re-
examined in this comprehensive study of his fiction, which offers a fresh
critical investigation into both his short stories and his novels. Powerfully
contradicting the long-held perception of Raja Rao as a mere metaphysical
writer and the true bard of quintessential Indianness, projected by many critics
of the first Commonwealth generation over three decades, Stefano Mercanti
posits Rao’s fiction in terms of its dialogic interaction – the ‘partnership’ –
between Western and Eastern cultural traditions and demonstrates how it
evolves during the course of his oeuvre on both the philosophical and the
political level. The title, The Rose and the Lotus, signals the discursive terrain
for a multicultural and interwoven evolution among different cultures, and
points to the need for valuing relations of reciprocity rather than those of
domination. Far from conveying univocal configurations and nationalistic
stereotypes, Rao’s idea of India is seen as the epicentre of many echoes and
dynamic resonances, both Western and Eastern, through which a distinct blend
of Indian and European influences is more clearly unravelled. In this new
critical re-appraisal, Mercanti draws on non-binary and inter/multi-disciplinary
paradigms, thus signalling the complex transformations and multiple
negotiations of a polyglot India caught between the cultural twilight of the
modern and the traditional. The study also offers an invaluable linguistic
analysis of Rao’s experiment with the English language, supplemented by a
detailed glossary.
Bitter Spring Helen Marx Books
A sampler of post-World War II Italian fiction, including excerpts from Ignazio
Silone's Bread and Wine and Elsa Morante's House of Liars. Nothing on the
title, however, a film by Roberto Rossellini.
Indian Literature in English Ohio State University Press
The desolate, impoverished mountain region of the Abruzzo during Mussolini's reign
provides the backdrop for the three greatest novels of Ignazio Silone, one of the century's
most important writers. Together, these revolutionary works create an indelible image of
ordinary people struggling against overwhelming events.

The Rose and the Lotus Steerforth Italia
Publisher description
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